
A-Level Geography Summer 2018 Homework 

During the course of Year 12 you will study the following topics: 

 Coastal Systems and Landscapes 

 Hazards 

 Changing Places 

 Geographical Fieldwork Investigation and Geographical Skills 

To help prepare you for this over the summer we would like you to complete the following tasks and bring 

in any completed work on the first day. 

1. Investigating Coasts 
a. Find and sort your coasts notes from GCSE. 
b. Using coast notes and extra research, write (hand-written please) two sides on the following essay 

title:  
 
“Describe how physical factors lead to a variety of coastal environments”  

 Include the following keywords: erosion, deposition, longshore drift, mass movement, weathering. 
Consider what makes these processes happen more and how they can have an impact what the 
environment looks like (i.e. what landforms they shape and create) 
 

2. Hazards 
Find one interesting hazard related story in the news. Produce an A4 factsheet about it and include a 
picture. Be prepared to present this information to the class in the first week of term. 
 
3.  Changing Places 

You need to understand how places change with time.  A really good example is the London Docklands. 
Before 1950 the Docklands used to be one of the world’s busiest ports but, the increase in technology, 
containerisation and ships increasing in size caused the docklands to decline. Perhaps you might want to go 
on a visit to the London Docklands Museum to help you answer the following questions? 
 
You should write the answers to the following questions up as a report. 
a. Where is the London Docklands? Find two different maps and describe where it can be found. 
b. Find at least two pictures of the London Docklands before 1950.  
c. Find at least two recent pictures of the London Docklands. 
d. Annotate all the pictures to show what the area was like / used for. 
e. Explain in detail why the London Docklands went into decline. 
f. What was the impact of the docks closing on the local people? 
g. Why did they need to rebrand the Docklands?  
h. Who was the London Development Corporation? What did they do? 
i. How did they rebrand the London Docklands? (I.e. how did they redevelop the area?) 
j. Do you think it was successful? Why? Think about the sustainability, environment, society and 

economy. 
 

Please note: 
Whilst we appreciate that this work may not be completed fully to ‘A-level standard’; sloppy, messy, 
incomplete work, or work that is simply copied and pasted with little thought will not be accepted. 

There is a lot to complete here, so don’t leave it until the start of September to do! 
 

Ensure anything completed on a computer is printed out ready to be handed in.  

 



A-Level Geography Reading List 
 
Non Fiction Magazines / Newspapers:  
WideWorld, Geography Review, National Geographic Magazine, the Economist, Independent, Guardian, 
Times. 
 

           
 
Non Fiction Books: 
Gaia (various books by Lovelock, J), The Sceptical Environmentalist (Lomborg), Geldof in Africa (Geldof, B), 
Blood River: A Journey to Africa’s Broken Heart (Butcher, T), Chasing the Devil (Butcher, T), The Weather 
Makers (Flannery, T), The Ukimwi Road (Murphy, D), The China Road (Gifford, R) 
 
Fiction:  
Kite Runner (Hosseini, K), Slumdog Millionaire (Swarup, V) 
 
Films:  
An Inconvenient Truth, Slumdog Millionaire, BBC Africa series, BBC Human Planet, BBC Frozen Planet, BBC 
Planet Earth, BBC Blue Planet 
 
Twitter Feeds: 
 

 @guardianeco (Guardian Environment) 

 @NatGeo (National Geographic) 

 @RGS_IBG (Royal Geographical Society) 

 @Geographical_Mag (Geographical Magazine from the RGS) 

We wish you a happy summer holiday and look forward to seeing you in 
September. 

 
Should you have any questions about Geography at Blenheim High School or 

about the holiday tasks, please do not hesitate to email: 
 

Miss Mooneegan (Mooneegan@blenheim.surrey.sch.uk) 
Mr Mundy (mundy@blenheim.surrey.sch.uk) 
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